GTAAN Meeting 10/21/15

Minutes

Update from OIE

Touched on International Education Week: November 16-20. Review of weeks events. All events with details can be found on the OIE website.

Wes Wynans-Leadership Programs

Grand Challenges-Students take two courses in their first year with this program. 110 students in the living-learning community each year. Students will take a one hour course if they choose to continue their second year. 1200 applicants for their 110 spots this past year.

Minor in Leadership Studies-Students are gaining very valuable leadership experiences as a part of this program. Reminder that there are multiple options for students regarding this minor.

Undergraduate Coaching Program- Office trains others to do leadership coaching. This is an opportunity for students to be a part of a high impact program. Individuals are trained over the summer. Recruitment for the students happens each summer (for students). Juan Tolat gave testimony as being a part of the program as a student. Faculty/staff can apply to be a coach. There is an interview process. This would be a great program to be a part of if you really want to see our students grow. Students will take a 360 assessment and meet with a coach on a regular basis as part of the process. The application process will begin in March. Faculty/staff would not get paid. PhD students receive a $3000 stipend. Time commitment would be about 15 hours per semester. Information can be found at leadership.gatech.edu

Jeremy Grey-Registrar

First group will start at 7am on Monday. All time tickets will be out by October 30th.

Working to make sure that they do not have technical issues with Banner again in the future.

Phase II for Spring of 2016 will be similar to Phase II for Spring of 2015 in regards to how time tickets were released (Compressing it). Registrar will be taking to EIS to make sure that this will not be an issue again.

Music courses- As long as a student takes acceptable music courses, then they can count towards humanities. This will not include marching band. This new rule will be in effect from this point forward. Email registrar to see if a student that took these courses in the past can have music credit count. Can do up to six hours, and if it is repeatable in the catalog, then they can do it.

Math-hoping to have all of the new math courses scribed in the next six months.

AP World History is now coming over as a Global Perspectives. If they took it before summer of 2015, then advisor can reach out to the registrar to see if an exception can be made.
Department Updates

Math

2550-2 Hours, will be taught in the spring

3406-3 Hours, will be taught in the spring

1502, will be taught for the last semester in the spring

If you have questions academics@math.gatech.edu

If a student took the wrong course, due to misinformation, they can petition to the faculty.

Computer Science

Reminders for CS minor: Ask advisors to discourage their students from declaring a secondary major or minor in order to get CS courses.

The minor application requirements are 4 semesters after CS 1331 is completed.